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Localized picosecond-scale process in glassy poly„methyl methacrylate… far below Tg
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We carried out incoherent and coherent inelastic neutron scattering on glassy poly~methyl methacrylate! in
a wide scattering vector range up to 4.9 Å21 with a high-energy resolution of 0.16 meV to investigate
low-energy modes: the so-called boson peak and the picosecond-scale process. First, we studied the basic
features of the two modes in the incoherent measurements and found that they are similar to those reported for
many glass-forming materials. In the coherent scattering measurements, focusing on theQ dependence of the
inelastic scattering intensity, we found that the boson peak and picosecond-scale process modes do not move
in phase at a length scale of;7 Å, while the motional coherency is preserved between neighboring side chains
in a polymer. These observations suggest that the boson peak and picosecond-scale process are localized modes
on two monomers within a polymer chain. The intrachain localization becomes more pronounced with increas-
ing the excitation energy.
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I. INTRODUCTION

There are still many unsolved problems in the field of t
low-energy modes of glasses and supercooled liquids de
the vast body of data collected in the last two decades.1,2 One
of the most controversial problems is the origin of the bos
peak and the picosecond fast process observed in m
glass-forming materials in inelastic neutron scattering a
Raman scattering spectra. A broad boson peak is univers
observed at 1.5–4 meV in glasses well below the glass t
sition temperatureTg . When the inelastic scattering intensi
is scaled by the Bose factor, the harmonic nature of the s
tering becomes evident. The soft potential model,3 which
postulates a continuous crossover from low-barrier tunne
modes to additional vibrational modes, predicted that the
son peak is a localized mode on several tens to hundred
atoms. This hypothesis is supported by numeri
simulations.4,5 Moreover, recent inelastic x-ray scatterin
~IXS! studies6,7 have shown that there is a propagating mo
in the low-energy region in glasses. It was originally pr
posed that the boson peak is a propagating mode: howe
the present understanding is that the boson peak is a lo
ized mode which coexists with the propagating mode. T
coexistence of the localized and propagating modes is vis
in the non-Gaussian behavior of the Debye-Waller factor8–10

in a scattering vectorQ range larger than about 3 Å21. Hence
quantitative evidence slowly emerges that the boson pea
a localized mode.

With increasing temperature, a picosecond-scale pro
appears in an energy region below the boson peak, so tha
spectral shape changes from inelastic to quasielastic
The scattering intensity of the picosecond-scale process
ceeds values expected from the Bose factor due to the an
monic nature. The onset of the picosecond-scale process
aroundTg in several main chain polymers with no long sid
chains,11–13 while it is far belowTg in some polymers with
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side chains and/or internal degrees of freedom.14–16 The
spectral width deduced from Lorentzian fits is almost ind
pendent of temperature and the length of scattering ve
Q.11,12,17,18The latter, usually interpreted as the picosecon
scale process, is a localized mode. However, recent cohe
neutron-scattering studies on the fast process in deuter
polybutadiene (PB-d4) ~Ref. 19! have surprisingly provided
some evidence that the picosecond-scale process of PB-d4 is
a damping mode of coherent phonons.

In this work we have performed incoherent and coher
inelastic neutron-scattering measurements on protonated
deuterated poly~methyl methacrylate!, respectively. On the
basis of the coherent results, we will discuss the spatial s
and the motional coherency of the boson peak as well as
picosecond-scale process in poly~methyl methacrylate!.

II. EXPERIMENT

Protonated and deuterated atactic poly~methyl methacry-
late! ~PMMA and PMMA-d8! which were used for the scat
tering experiments were prepared using a radical polymer
tion method. The weight-average molecular weightsMw of
PMMA and PMMA-d8 are 300 000 and 320 000, and th
polydispersities in terms ofMw /Mn are 2.0 and 1.9, respec
tively ~Mn being the number-average molecular weight!. The
glass transition temperatures of both PMMA and PMMA-d8
are 104 °C~5 377 K! as determined by differential scannin
calorimetry. The sample thicknesses were controlled in or
to give more than 90% transmission of incident neutro
The observed scattering lawsS(Q,DE) ~DE being the en-
ergy transfer of neutron! of PMMA and PMMA-d8 can be
regarded as incoherent and coherent scattering laws, res
tively, because of a very large incoherent scattering cr
section of the H atom and very small ones of C, O, and
atoms.20 It was reported21,22 that the coherent scattering from
protonated PMMA at aroundQ51 Å21 is about 25% of the
©2001 The American Physical Society02-1
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incoherent one. In this work, however, we did not evalu
the coherent contribution in PMMA since the emphasis is
the results obtained for deuterated PMMA.

Elastic and inelastic neutron-scattering measurem
were performed on a direct geometry spectrometer MA
installed at a pulsed neutron source in ISIS, Rutherf
Appleton Laboratory, Didcot. This spectrometer is design
to have a high-energy resolution of typically 1% of the in
dent neutron energy. In the present measurements, we
selected an incident energy of 15 meV to achieve a hi
energy resolutiondE of 0.16 meV, which was evaluate
from the half-width at half-maximum of the elastic scatteri
on the neutron energy gain side. The neutron detector ba
of the MARI spectrometer are spread from 3° to 135° w
1000 detectors, so that a very wide and continuous rang
Q is covered. Under the present experimental condition,
Q range was from 0.19 to 4.93 Å21, which is extremely wide
compared with a conventional time-of-flight~TOF! spec-
trometer at a cold neutron source.23 This wideQ range is a
distinct feature of this experiment. The measurements w
performed at 22, 41, 100, 200, and 300 K.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Incoherent scattering

In order to confirm the basic features of the boson p
and the picosecond-scale process in PMMA, we have car
out incoherent inelastic neutron-scattering measurement
below the glass transition temperatureTg (5377 K) at the
above temperatures. The observed incoherent dynamic
tering lawsS(Q,DE) were scaled to a reference temperatu
Tref(5100 K) by the Bose factor after correcting for th
Debye-Waller factor, which was evaluated from theQ depen-
dence of the incoherent inelastic scattering intensity. The
sults are shown in Fig. 1. At low temperatures of 41 and 1
K, the dynamic scattering lawsS(Q,DE) show a broad ex-
citation peak at;2 meV, which is the so-called boson pea
and the intensities are well scaled by the Bose factor, s
gesting the harmonic nature of the excitation. Similar res
were reported for many glass-forming materials.18,24–26 On
the other hand, with increasing temperature,S(Q,DE)
cannot be scaled by the Bose factor anymore and shows
harmonic excess inelastic scattering intensity in an ene
range below about 4 meV. Then, the spectral shape beco
quasielastic like from inelastic like. This excess scattering
the so-called picosecond-scale process. The dynamic sc
ing law S(Q,DE) of the picosecond-scale process or t
excess scattering was fitted to a single Lorentzian func
convoluted with the resolution function of the spectrome
The results of fits are shown by dashed lines in Fig. 1. T
agreement between the observed and calculated spec
good, implying that the single Lorentzian can approximat
describe the dynamic scattering lawS(Q,DE) of the fast
process. The half-width at half-maximum of the Lorentzi
is almost independent of temperature and scattering ve
Q, being about 1 meV. Similar results were reported for so
glass-forming materials.12,13,15–17,27

According to the onset of the picosecond-scale proc
the temperature dependence of the mean-square disp
14420
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ment ^u2& deviates from the harmonic behavior@^u2&;T#
and shows an excess value as shown in the inset of Fig
Also, in this figure the reported values of̂u2& are
reproduced28 to show the anharmonic deviation of th
present data. In contrast to the main chain polymers suc
polybutadiene,11,12,29the picosecond-scale process presen
PMMA is observed far below the glass transition tempe
ture. This low-temperature onset~;160 K! must be due to
internal degrees of freedoms which are not directly related
the glass transition.

In the present measurements, we have extended thQ
range up to 4.9 Å21 for the first time, keeping the high
energy resolutiondE of 0.16 meV. Figure 2 shows the sca
tering lawsS(Q,DE) of PMMA obtained at 200 K for vari-
ousQ values. The spectra are corrected for the Debye-Wa
factor evaluated from theQ dependence of the incohere
elastic scattering intensity. AtQ values below 3 Å21 acces-
sible by conventional TOF spectrometers, the observed s
tra resemble quasielastic ones, meaning that the picosec
scale process dominates in the low-Q range. At a higherQ
value of 4.8 Å21, on the other hand, the boson peak is s
observed even above the onset temperature of
picosecond-scale process. The boson peak dominates i
Q range above;4 Å21. These results have never been r
ported as far as we know. It is interesting but not easy
answer what this result means. One possible explanatio
that the boson peak is a more localized mode than
picosecond-scale process and dominant in the higheQ
range. Another possibility is that boson peak is hidden in

FIG. 1. Incoherent dynamic scattering lawsS(Q,DE) of PMMA
at Q52.48 Å21 scaled to a reference temperature~5100 K! by the
Bose factor after correcting for the Debye-Waller factor evalua
from theQ dependence of the incoherent inelastic scattering int
sity. The inset shows the temperature dependence of the m
square displacement^u2& evaluated from theQ dependence of the
incoherent elastic scattering with various energy resolutiondE.
(3) dE50.08 meV ~Ref. 28!, (s) dE52 meV ~Ref. 28!, and
(d) dE50.16 meV~this work!.
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LOCALIZED PICOSECOND-SCALE PROCESS IN . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B64 144202
Debye level in the low-Q and low-energy region, and henc
we do not observe it due to the lack of the sensitivity of t
neutron scattering.

B. Coherent scattering

Figure 3 shows coherent dynamic scattering la
S(Q,DE) of deuterated PMMA-d8 at 200 K for variousQ
values from 0.93 to 4.85 Å21, which were corrected for the
Debye-Waller factor evaluated from theQ dependence o

FIG. 2. Incoherent dynamic scattering lawsS(Q,DE) of PMMA
at 200 K(Tg5377 K) as a function ofQ from 1.1 to 4.8 Å21.
S(Q,DE) was corrected for the Debye-Waller factor exp(22W).
Note that the onset temperature of the fast process is approxim
160 K.

FIG. 3. Coherent dynamic scattering lawsS(Q,DE) of
PMMA-d8 at 200 K as a function ofQ from 0.93 to 4.85 Å21.
S(Q,DE) was corrected for the Debye-Waller factor exp(22W).
14420
s

incoherent elastic scattering. Comparing the coherent sca
ing laws with the incoherent ones shown in Fig. 2, quali
tively no large differences are observed. A similarity betwe
the coherent and incoherentS(Q,DE) is also observed a
100 and 300 K, suggesting that the boson peak and
picosecond-scale process are essentially a self-motion
very localized motion. One question that we have to consi
is to what extent the motions are localized: on one mo
mer, two monomers, or more?

Information about motional coherency between atoms
atomic groups can be obtained from theQ dependence of
coherent inelastic scattering. As is well known, when
observe scattering particles~or atomic groups! moving in
phase by coherent scattering, theQ dependence of inelasti
scattering due to the in-phase motion must be the sam
that of the elastic scattering. On the other hand, if the p
ticles move out of phase, we observe self-motions even
the coherent scattering. On the basis of this simple argum
we discuss the mode of motions related to the boson p
and the picosecond-scale process using the coherent ine
neutron-scattering data on deuterated PMMA-d8 .

TheQ dependence of elastic scattering intensity is sho
in Fig. 4 for 100, 200, and 300 K in aQ range from 0.19 to
4.93 Å21. Three distinct peaks are observed at 0.9, 2.0,
3.1 Å21 in the Q range. In a wide-angle x-ray scatterin
~WAXS! from atactic PMMA, three peaks were observ
almost at the same positions: 1.0, 2.2, and 3.0 Å21. The
assignment of the three peaks in the WAXS has been don
Lovell and Windle.30 This assignment was confirmed b
purely coherent neutron scattering using polariz
neutrons.22 According to them, the first peak at 1.0 Å21 is a

ely

FIG. 4. Q dependence of the coherent elastic scattering fr
PMMA-d8 at 100 ~h!, 200 ~d!, and 300~s! K. Three distinct
peaks at 0.9, 2.0, and 3.1 Å21 were observed in theQ range. Ac-
cording to the assignment by Lovell and Windle~Ref. 30!, the peak
at 0.9 Å21 is a composition containing neighboring interchain co
relation and intrachain correlation between nearest-neighboring
ter groups in a syndiotactic sequence of atactic PMMA, and
second and third peaks at 2.0 and 3.1 Å21 are intrachain correla-
tions between neighboring ester and methyl groups in a syndiota
sequence and between nearest-neighboring methylene units
chain, respectively.
2-3
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composition containing neighboring interchain correlatio
and intrachain correlation between nearest-neighboring e
groups in a syndiotactic sequence of atactic PMMA. T
second and third peaks at 2.2 and 3.0 Å21 were assigned to
intrachain correlations between neighboring ester and me
groups in a syndiotactic sequence and between nea
neighboring methylene units in a chain, respectively. N
that interchain correlation is included only in the first pea

The Q dependences of the coherent inelastic scatte
intensities integrated in an energy range fromDE
20.5 meV toDE10.5 meV at variable energy transfersDE
are shown in Figs. 5~a!–5~c! for 100, 200, and 300 K, re
spectively. In the figures, for comparison, the elastic scat
ing intensitiesI el(Q) are also plotted in a formQ2I el(Q)
because inelastic scattering intensity increases withQ2.
First, we focus on the lowest-energy transferDE
51.9 meV, which corresponds to the energy region of
boson peak and the picosecond-scale process~see Fig. 1!. In
the Q dependence of the inelastic scattering atDE
51.9 meV, the peaks or shoulders are observed at 2.0
3.2 Å21 at every temperature. These are very close to
peak positions observed in the elastic scattering, altho
rather broader than those expected from the elastic sca
ing. On the other hand, no peaks or shoulders are observ
around Q50.9 Å21 in the Q dependence of the inelast
scattering intensity atDE51.9 meV, while a peak atQ
50.9 Å21 is clearly observed in the expected spectra fr
the elastic scattering. The absence of the peak atQ
50.9 Å21 means that at a length scale of;7 Å
(52p/Qmax), which includes intrachain and interchain co
relations, the boson peak and the picosecond-scale pro
modes do not move in phase. On the other hand, the pea
2.0 and 3.2 Å21 suggesting correlations at a length scale
;3.1 and;2.0 Å are preserved between side chains withi
polymer chain. From these observations, it is concluded
the boson peak and the picosecond-scale process mode
intrachain-correlated motion between neighboring s
chains and probably localized on two monomers. It is no
that the intrachain-correlated motions are not trivial beca
there are many rotational degrees of freedom in a PMMAd8
monomer including ester and methyl side chains.

ComparingS(Q,DE51.9 meV) at 100 K with those a
200 and 300 K, the peaks at 2.0 and 3.2 Å21 at 100 K are
broader than those at 200 and 300 K. At 100 K, we obse
only the boson peak mode, while at 300 K the picoseco
scale process dominants atDE51.9 meV. The broader peak
at 100 K probably mean that the boson peak mode ha
broader distribution in spatial scale than the picosecond-s
process. As the energy transferDE increases, intrachain cor
relation peaks at 2.0 and 3.2 Å21 are less pronounced and n
observed atDE57.9 meV any longer~see Fig. 5!. This sug-
gests that motions in the energy region above;7 meV are
very much localized in a PMMA chain and each monom
and/or side chain moves independently in glassy states.

As mentioned in the Introduction, Buchenauet al.19 have
performed coherent inelastic scattering measurements
deuterated polybutadiene PB-d4 , a typical main chain glass
forming polymer, focusing on the interchain correlation pe
at Q51.5 Å21. In theQ dependence of the inelastic scatte
14420
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FIG. 5. Q dependence of the coherent inelastic scattering fr
PMMA-d8 as a function of the energy transferDE from 1.9 to 7.9
meV. ~a! 100 K, ~b! 200 K, and~c! 300 K. The spectra were ob
tained by integratingS(Q,DE) in an energy range fromDE20.5 to
DE10.5 meV. TheQ dependence of the coherent elastic scatter
I el(Q) is also plotted in a form ofQ2I el(Q).
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LOCALIZED PICOSECOND-SCALE PROCESS IN . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B64 144202
ing at aroundDE51 meV, they observed a clear correlatio
peak atQ51.5 Å21, while no peaks were observed in
high-energy region above;4 meV. Hence they concluded
that the picosecond-scale process as well as the boson p
in the low-energy region is a correlated motion betwe
neighboring chains. It was also shown that the low-ener
spectra were well reproduced in a model calculation in ter
of a sum of sound wave~propagating mode! and localized
modes. Their results seem to contradict our observations
PMMA-d8 . This apparent contradiction between th
PMMA-d8 and PB-d4 results is interpreted in terms of a
strong damping of the correlated motion. I
PB-d4@u~CDvCD—CDvCD!nu#, which has no side
chains, main chains are in close proximity; hence, the cor
lated motion between the neighboring main chains is n
damped. In PMMA-d8@u„CD2—C~CD3!~COOCD3)…nu],
on the other hand, two side chains, that isuCD3 and
uCOOCD3, separate the neighboring main chains. In fac
the interchain distance (2p/Qmax) is 7 Å for PMMA-d8 ,
being much larger than that of PB-d4(4.2 Å). Therefore, the
correlated motion between neighboring main chains must
damped due to the existence of side chains, and limi
within a polymer chain.

It is worth pointing out that the picosecond-scale proce
in PMMA and PMMA-d8 observed far belowTg is not re-
on
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lated to the glass transition because it is a side-chain mo
although the apparent features are very similar to those
served in PB except the onset temperature.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

In the incoherent and coherent inelastic neutron scatte
measurements on PMMA and PMMA-d8 , we have extended
the Q range up to 4.9 Å21, keeping a high-energy resolutio
of 0.16 meV. These measurements revealed a localized
ture of the picosecond-scale process and the boson pea
served at around 2 meV. It was found in the coherent m
surements that the boson peak and the picosecond-
process do not move in phase at a length scale of;7 Å,
while the motional coherency is preserved between ne
boring side chains within a polymer. From these obser
tions, it was concluded that both of them are intracha
correlated motions between neighboring side chains
localized in a length scale less than;7 Å, probably on two
monomers. As the excitation energyDE increases, the intra
chain motional coherency is less pronounced for both
boson peak and the picosecond-scale process. Above;7
meV, this coherency is completely damped, implying that
motions are localized on less than one monomer and the
chains move independently.
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